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1. Two forms of knowledge recognized by Islam are revealed and ----- knowledge

     	--->> spiritual

     	      intellectual

     	      acquired

     	      common

2. Which of the branches of philosophy deals with issues of morality and values?

     	      humanities

     	      metaphysics

     	--->> axiology

     	      epistemology

3. ----- book contains the sayings of Prophet Mohammed (SAW)

     	      Quran

     	      Arabic literature

     	--->> Hadith

     	      Arabic summary notes

4. The branches of philosophy includes all EXCEPT ----

     	      epistemology

     	      axiology

     	      metaphysics

     	--->> humanities

5. Which of these stands for commentary and interpretation of the Quran?

     	      Arabic syntax
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     	--->> Tasfir

     	      Tajwid

     	      Arabic lexicology

6. Islam recognized ---- as the representatives of God (Allah) on earth

     	      man

     	--->> prophets

     	      invisible angels

     	      A B and C

7. The content of Islamic education was designed to ---- preserve the Quran

     	      simply

     	--->> jealously

     	      secretly

     	      openly

8. Islam is a ----- way of life

     	      persuasive

     	      ubmissive

     	--->> comprehensive

     	      none

9. Which of these values is Not embedded in the aim of Islamic education?

     	--->> vengeance

     	      patience

     	      humility

     	      steadfastness

10. To solve emotional problems, ---- method of traditional medicine is required

     	--->> faith healing
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     	      manipulation of body tissues

     	      administration of herbal therapies

     	      hydro-therapy
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